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A story on Wrestling also has a place in this month's issue. Ernest Palmer Giles, former state amateur champion of Texas writes on some of the holds in the game. Three photographic reproductions are provided by the author and another wrestler illustrate the article.

The second installment of Professor Reeve's series on Thermodynamics and allied subjects is on Newtonian Mechanics. One full page diagram accompanies this chapter. Attention is called to the fact that a recent issue of the Scientific American Supplement also contained an article by this same Professor.

Another short humorous story entitled, "A Manipulator De Luxe" depicts some of the inside life at the Institute at a vacation house party. It is illustrated by three drawings made especially for the Monthly by one of Life's Illustrators.

Professor H. B. Clifford, of Harvard University and the Institute, has written on "Our Engineering Curricula." In his article, Professor Clifford says: "What can be said to support a system which requires our students to be intellectual acrobats, shifting their mental attitude and point of view with the sound of the hour, and this from early morning to deep midnight? . . . One need not dig deep in the field of research in education to become painfully aware that the curricula of our engineering schools, excellent though they are in many respects, lack in liberal flexibility and in a sound simplicity."

Announcement is made in the February issue which appears today, of articles for the March issue. Among these is one by Howard Elliott, Chairman of the Board of Directors of the New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad. Others deal with a range of materials as wide as that of the current issue.

SWIMMING TEAM

Captain Foster of the Swimming Team requests every man retained on the squad to report regularly for practice trials will be held during the next practice session. Of all, it secures readers among the group of students who most need it by supplying genuine interest and entertainment. We hope it will be increasingly appreciated as time goes on.

Wm. with three offices, conveniently located in different sections of Boston, the Old Colony Trust Company offers exceptional banking facilities for Technology men. Modern safe deposit vaults at all offices.

McMORROW
College Shoes for College Men
238 WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON, MASS.
OPPOSITE THOMPSON'S SPA

RICHARDS SCHOOL OF DANCING
30 Huntington Avenue
HUNTSTON CHAMBERS
Tel. B.B. 6060 Private and Class Students' Clothes

J. C. LITTLEFIELD
High Class Tailor
12 BEACON STREET

CARL A. ZAHN
Barbering Manicuring
Razors, Brushes, Perfumery, Chiropody

NEW GREENBRIER
While Visiting Springs, West Virginia.